We develop a multilevel augmentation method for solving nonlinear boundary value problems. We first describe the multilevel augmentation method for solving nonlinear operator equations of the second kind which has been proposed in our recent paper Chen et al. (2011) [16], and then apply it to solving the nonlinear two-point boundary value problems of second-order differential equations. The theoretical analysis of convergence order and computational complexity are proposed. Finally numerical experiments are presented to confirm the theoretical estimates and illustrate the efficiency of the method.
Introduction
Many problems in physical, engineering and scientific applications, e.g., boundary layer theory, the study of stellar interiors, control and optimization theory, and flow networks, are modeled by two-point boundary value ordinary differential equations. There are many numerical methods for solving linear two-point boundary value problems (cf. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ), such as shooting, band matrix, multiple shooting, collocation, Ritz-Galerkin, sinc-Galerkin, etc.
But when we deal with nonlinear problems, a nonlinear system resulting by discretization needs to be solved. The typical suggestion is that this system be solved by a Newton method. In this case, the Jacobian matrices have to be established, inverted and possibly updated during the iteration. When high approximation accuracy is desired, it requires one to use sufficiently fine grids. Thus it demands a large amount of computational effort and a huge storage space, which becomes a bottleneck for solving nonlinear problems of large scale with high precision.
In this paper, we develop the multilevel augmentation method to solve nonlinear two-point boundary value problems. Multilevel and multiscale numerical methods received much attention recently (cf. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). It was proved in [10] that the multilevel augmentation method solving linear integral equations of the second kind enjoys optimal convergence order and linear computational complexity. The multilevel augmentation method for solving Hammerstein equations was developed in [11] . In our recent paper [16] , the multilevel augmentation method for solving sine-Gordon equations was proposed. This method is based on multilevel decompositions of approximate subspaces, aiming at efficiently solving nonlinear systems of large scale obtained from discretization of the nonlinear operator equations. The method begins with an initial approximate solution at a fixed lower level subspace, and obtains the approximate solution at a high level by two major steps: solving the nonlinear equation at an initial lower level, and compensating the error by solving a linear system at the high level.
The nonlinear boundary value problems considered in this paper are discretized by the multiscale Galerkin method, and the resulting nonlinear algebraic systems are solved by the multilevel augmentation method. Since this method only needs to solve a fixed lower level nonlinear system and compensate the high level component by matrix-vector multiplications, it reduces computational complexity greatly. Moreover, it saves plenty of storage space because we just need to store the Jacobian matrices of coarse level. We prove that this method enjoys optimal order of convergence and linear computational complexity.
We organize this paper in four sections. Section 2 is set to describe a general setting of the multilevel augmentation method for solving second kind nonlinear operator equations, and a result of convergence is presented. Section 3 is devoted to the discrete multilevel augmentation method based on the Galerkin method for solving nonlinear boundary value problems, and we provide the theoretical results for the convergence order and computational complexity for this special case. In Section 4, we present numerical experiments to confirm the theoretical estimates and demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method.
Multilevel augmentation method
In this section, we describe a general setting of the multilevel augmentation method for solving nonlinear operator equations of the second kind. The method is based on an approximate method at a coarse level, and updates the resulting approximate solutions by adding details corresponding to higher levels in a direct sum decomposition. It can be concluded from [11, 16] that this method provides the same convergence order as the original projection method.
Let X be a Banach space of functions defined on a subset E ⊂ R, Y be a closed subspace of X, and K : X → Y be a nonlinear operator. For a function f ∈ Y, we consider the operator equation
where u ∈ X is the solution to be determined. We assume that u * is an isolated solution of Eq. (1). Throughout this paper we assume, unless stated otherwise, that the following conditions on K hold:
(A1) K is a completely continuous operator, i.e., K is continuous and compact. 
For each n ∈ N 0 , let P n : Y → Y n be a linear projection. The projection method for solving (1) is to find u n ∈ X n such that (I − P n K)u n = P n f .
The solution u n of (2) is called the projection solution of (1) (cf. [17] ).
We remark that in the case of collocation methods for solving (1), X, Y and P n can be chosen as L ∞ (E), C (E) and interpolating projections respectively, while in the case of Galerkin methods we will choose X = Y and P n as a Hilbert space corresponding to the problems to be solved and orthogonal projections respectively. Through out this paper, we assume that (A3) The projections P n , n ∈ N 0 , are uniformly bounded on X, and converge pointwise to the identity operator in Y, that is, there exists a positive constant p such that for any n ∈ N 0 , ‖P n ‖ ≤ p, and for any v ∈ Y, there holds
It was known (cf. [18, 19] ) that if 1 is not an eigenvalue of the linear operator K ′ (u * ), then for sufficiently large n, (2) has a unique solution u n ∈ B(u * , δ) for some δ > 0 with the property
for some positive constants c 1 and c 2 . It follows from (A3) that there exists a positive integer N 0 and a positive constant ρ such that for n ≥ N 0 ,
where E n := inf{‖u * − v‖ : v ∈ X n }.
To develop the multilevel augmentation method for solving (2) , we require that the space X has a multiscale decomposition. In fact, since the subspaces X n are nested, X n+1 can be written into a direct sum of X n and W n+1 . It follows that for a fixed integer k ∈ N 0 and any m ∈ N 0 ,
where the notation A ⊕ B stands for the direct sum of spaces A and B.
The multilevel augmentation method for solving the Eq. (2) is described in the following (cf. [11, 16] ).
Algorithm 2.1 (The Multilevel Augmentation Method: An Operator Form).
Let k and m be two fixed positive integers.
Step 1: Find the solution u k ∈ X k of Eq. (2) with n = k. Set u k,0 := u k and l := 1.
Step 2: Compute
Step 3: Solve u L k,l ∈ X k from the nonlinear equation
Step 4: Let u k,l := u L k,l + u H k,l . Set l ← l + 1 and go back to Step 2 until l = m.
The output of Algorithm 2.1 is an approximation u k,m of the solution u k+m of (2), which is called the multilevel augmentation solution of (2). It is composed of u L k,m ∈ X k and u H k,m ∈ W k,m , which are called the lower frequency component and the higher frequency component respectively. It can be seen from Step 3 that we invert the same nonlinear operator P k (I − K) at the initial coarse level k for all l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. This means that the total computational cost is reduced greatly.
As stated in [11, 16] , if u H k,m is obtained from formula (5) and u L k,m ∈ X k is a solution of (6), then u k,m :
Conversely, for any solution u k,m of (7), u H k,m := (P k+m − P k )u k,m satisfies (5) and u L k,m := P k u k,m is a solution of (6). Moreover, there exists a positive integer N such that for each k ≥ N, if u k,m−1 is given, the operator Eq. (7) has a unique solution u k,m ∈ B(u * , δ) for some δ > 0 and for all m ∈ N 0 .
As done in [11] for Hammerstein equations and [16] for sine-Gordon equations, we can obtain the following convergence result. Readers are referred to the papers for the details of the proof. Lemma 2.2. Assume that conditions (A1)-(A3) hold. Let u * be an isolated solution of (1) and u k,m be the multilevel augmentation solution of (2). If 1 is not an eigenvalue of K ′ (u * ), then there exists a positive constant ρ and a positive integer N such that for all k ≥ N and m ∈ N 0 ,
where for n ∈ N 0 , γ n stands for the upper bound of E n having a property that there exists a positive constant σ such that
We remark that when the exact solution u * of Eq. (1) has a certain Sobolev or Besov regularity and a specific projection method and approximate subspaces X n are chosen, we may choose the γ n as the upper bound of E n which gives the order of approximation of the subspaces X n with respect to the regularity. In the next section, we will describe a discrete version of the multilevel augmentation method based on the Galerkin method to solve nonlinear boundary value problems, and give the corresponding convergence order.
The multilevel augmentation method for solving nonlinear two-point boundary value problems
In this section, the multilevel augmentation method based on the Galerkin method is presented to solve nonlinear two-point boundary value problems. We first convert the original problem into its variational problem by the variational principle, and prove that the variational problem can be reformulated as the equivalent operator equation as (1) . Then the multilevel augmentation method developed in Section 2 is applied to solving the operator equation, and the corresponding convergence order and computational complexity are proposed.
Let E := [0, 1]. We consider the following nonlinear two-point boundary value problem
where u ′ := du/dt, a ∈ L ∞ (E), ϕ ∈ C (E × R) and u is the unknown to be determined. The variational problem of (9) is:
where (·, ·) denotes the L 2 (E) inner product. The solution to (10) is referred to as the generalized solution of (9) . It is clear that if Eq. (9) has a solution u, then u is also a solution of Eq. (10). However, a solution of Eq. (10) needs not be a solution of Eq. (9). Some researchers presented conditions on ϕ to ensure that (9) and (10) have an isolated solution (cf. [20] [21] [22] [23] ). Since these are not the main focus of our attention, we just suppose that (9) and (10) have the same isolated solution u * . Hence we solve the variational Eq. (10) instead of (9) . In order to apply the multilevel augmentation method to (10), we suppose ϕ satisfies the following conditions: (i) ϕ(t, u) is a real continuous function in (t, u) ∈ E × R, and satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to u for |u| ≤ R, R ≥ 0, i.e.,
for some positive constant M 1 .
(ii) ϕ(t, u) is continuously differentiable with respect to u for all t ∈ E, and all u ∈ B(u * , ρ) := {|u − u * | ≤ ρ}, for some ρ > 0, and there exists a positive constant M 2 such that
To write (10) into an operator equation form, we introduce the inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ 1 and norm | · | 1 of X = H 1 0 (E):
and
Obviously, |·| 1 is equivalent to the usual norm ‖·‖ 1 of H 1 0 (E). For a given u ∈ H 1 0 (E), consider the operator F u (·) := (a(t)u ′ , ·). It is easy to see that F u (·) is a bounded linear functional on H 1 0 (E). Then by the Riesz representation theorem there exists a
We define the linear operator K 1 :
It follows from [14] that K 1 is compact. Therefore K 1 is completely continuous because of the linearity of K 1 . Hence, K 1 satisfies the assumption (A1) in Section 2. The assumption (A2) related to K 1 is readily proved by the fact that the Frechét derivative of a linear operator is itself. Again by Riesz representation theorem there exists a
which defines an operator K 2 : H 1 0 (E) → H 1 0 (E). The following proposition shows that the nonlinear operator K 2 defined by (14) satisfies the assumptions (A1) and (A2) in Section 2.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose ϕ(t, u) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). Then the operator K 2 defined by (14) has two properties that (1) K 2 is compact and continuous;
(2) K 2 is Frechét differentiable on the ball B(u * , ρ) and the Frechét derivative satisfies the Lipschitz condition.
Proof. (1) Let {u n } be a bounded sequence in X. Since X is a Hilbert space, there exists a weakly convergent subsequence denoted still by {u n } such that u n ⇀ u in X, thus by the embedding theorem we have u n → u in L 2 (E). Noting that ‖v‖ 0 ≤ c|v| 1 , for some c > 0 and all v ∈ X, it follows that
which means {K 2 (u n )} is a Cauchy sequence in X, then {K 2 (u n )} is convergent in X by the completeness of X. Hence, K is compact. The continuity of K 2 is readily obtained by (15) and ‖u m − u n ‖ 0 ≤ c|u m − u n | 1 .
(2) For a given u ∈ B(u * , ρ) and for any h, v ∈ X with |h| 1 ≤ 1, we have lim s→0
By (16) and the Riesz representation theorem we conclude that K 2 is Gâteaux differentiable at u, and the Gâteaux derivative can be denoted by a linear operator A u : X → X defined by
uniformly with respect to h with |h| 1 ≤ 1, which means K 2 is Frechét differentiable at u. Noting that for any u ∈ B(u * , ρ), the above processes hold, therefore we conclude that K 2 is Frechét differentiable on B(u * , ρ), and the Frechét derivative of K at u is A u , denoted by K ′ 2 (u). Since ‖ · ‖ 0 can be dominated by | · | 1 in X and X is embedded in L ∞ (E), we have
where c, c ′ are two positive constants, which completes the proof of the Lipschitz condition.
With the operators K 1 and K 2 , we can rewrite the Eq. (10) into
where K := −(K 1 + K 2 ). From the above discussion we conclude that K satisfies the assumptions (A1) and (A2). Then we can solve (17) by the multilevel augmentation method stated in Section 2. In the remains of this section, we describe the discrete form of the multilevel augmentation method based on the Galerkin method for solving (17) , and give the results of convergence rate and computational complexity.
Let r ≥ 2 and µ > 1 be fixed positive integers. We choose X n , n ∈ N 0 , as the subspaces of H 1 0 (E) whose elements are the piecewise polynomials of total degree less than r with knots j/µ n , j − 1 ∈ Z µ n −1 . From the definition of X n we conclude that the dimension of X n is
It is also easily seen that this sequence of subspaces has the property of nestedness. Thus X n can be expressed as a direct sum of X n−1 and its orthogonal complement denoted by W n in X n . Recursively, we have the following decomposition
Let P n : X → X n be an orthogonal projection with respect to the inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ 1 of the Hilbert space X, then it satisfies (A3). Set w(i) := dim W i , for i ∈ N 0 . Suppose that {w i,j : j ∈ Z w(i) } is the orthogonal basis for W i , that is,
where for n ∈ N the notation Z n := {0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. The basis of spaces W 0 and W 1 can be constructed by Legendre orthogonal polynomials or other orthogonalize methods, and the spaces W i , i > 1, can be recursively generated by W 1 . Readers can refer to [14] for details. By introducing the index set J n : By utilizing the orthogonal property of P n and the above representations, and noting that f = 0 in operator Eq. (17), we can convert the corresponding operator Eqs. (5) and (6) into their equivalent forms
respectively, where K := −(K 1 + K 2 ) is defined by (13) and (14) . For any (i ′ , j ′ ), (i, j) ∈ J k,l , we define
By the orthogonal property of the basis, E k,l is an identity matrix. Hence, Eq. (18) is reduced to a very simple form
Now we describe the discrete multilevel augmentation algorithm for solving Eq. (17). (17)). Let k, m be two fixed positive integers.
Algorithm 3.2 (The Discrete Multilevel Augmentation Method Based on the Galerkin Method for
Step 1: Solve the nonlinear system
and obtain the solution
Let u k,0 := u k and l := 1.
Step 2: Compute u H k,l from (22) and define u H
Step 3: Solve the nonlinear system (19) 
Step 4: Set l ← l + 1 and go back to step 2 until l = m.
In this special case, the convergence result presented in Lemma 2.2 has the following form (cf. [11, 16] ). 
Proof. Since X n is the space of piecewise polynomials of total degree less than r, E n ≤ γ n := cµ −(r−1)n ‖u * ‖ r , where the spatial approximation error E n defined in Section 2 is measured by the norm | · | 1 of H 1 0 (E). Moreover,
Thus the result of this theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.
By adopting the same analysis procedure as that in [11] , we can obtain linear computational complexity, which is measured by the number of multiplications used in the computation. 
Numerical experiments
In this section we present examples to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method for solving nonlinear boundary value problems. The computer programs are written in Matlab and run on a personal computer with 2G CPU and 2G memory. 
The above equation has an isolated solution u * (t) = sin(π t). We choose µ = 2 and use the multilevel augmentation method based on the multiscale Galerkin method via the piecewise linear and quadratic polynomial basis constructed in [14] for numerical solutions of the equation. The nonlinear system (19) related to 4.1 is solved by the Newton iteration method. The numerical results are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . The augmentation method begins with the initial level k = 4 when we used the linear basis and k = 3 for the quadratic basis. We use the notation m, d n , | · | 1 , ‖ · ‖ 0 and T to denote the augmentation levels, the dimension of the subspace X n , H 1 norm, L 2 norm and the computing time respectively. The notation C.R stands for the computed convergence rate of the numerical solution with respect to the norm in previous column, which is determined by the formula
where ‖·‖ can be the norm ‖·‖ 0 or |·| 1 . These notations appearing in our next two examples have the same meaning, and all the computing times are measured in seconds. Note that the theoretical order for the linear and quadratic cases are 1, 2 for the H 1 norm and 2, 3 for the L 2 norm respectively. Our numerical results confirm these theoretical orders. From these two tables we can also observe that the numerical performance of the multilevel augmentation method is very efficient because the growth speed of computing time is close to be linear. 
which has an isolated u * (t) = − ln 2 + 2 ln c 1 2 sec  c  x − 1 2  , with c ≈ 1.3360557 · · ·. The H 1 0 piecewise linear polynomial basis is used to discretize the equation. We choose µ = 2, and the initial level k = 4. At each step, the nonlinear system (19) is solved by the Newton iteration method. The numerical results are reported in Table 3 . It is clear from the table that the numerical solution converge in approximately the theoretical order 1 for H 1 -norm and 2 for L 2 -norm. where f (t) = t 4 −2t 3 +t 2 −2t +3+sin(t 2 −t). The isolated solution of (25) is u * (t) = t 2 −t. The piecewise linear polynomial basis is used to discretize the equation. We also choose µ = 2 and the initial level k of the multilevel augmentation method is set to be 4. We deal with the nonlinear system (19) related to 4.3 by the same strategy as the previous examples, and each integral is computed numerically by using the adaptive Gaussian quadrature method (cf. [24] ). The numerical results are presented in Table 4 , which are coincident with the theoretical estimates.
